
 
 

 

 

  

   

MEDIA RELEASE 
For Immediate Release 
 

White Rock Wind Farm Celebrates the Start of Construction 
 
13th May 2016, Sydney, Australia 
 
Deputy Prime Minister the Hon. Barnaby Joyce MP, Member for New England, and the Hon. Adam 
Marshall MP, Member for Northern Tablelands, joined Mr Liu Bin, General Manager of CECEP and Mr 
Wang Haibo, President of Goldwind Group today at a Ground Breaking Ceremony to commence 
construction of the $400 million White Rock Wind Farm project. 
“This ceremony marks the start of construction of the largest wind farm in NSW and the first in the 
Northern Tablelands. This investment is proceeding based on the Australian Government’s Renewable 
Energy Target and consistent with the NSW Government’s Renewable Energy Action Plan.” John 
Titchen, Managing Director of Goldwind Australia said today. 
The White Rock Wind Farm project represents a significant economic investment for the Glen Innes 
and Inverell area.  Up to 200 people are expected to be involved during construction of the wind farm, 
which will be fully commissioned by the end of 2017. Once operational the project will provide 10-15 
local service team jobs for up to 25 years. 
The 175 MW White Rock Wind Farm will produce sufficient clean renewable energy to power 
approximately 75,000 homes, more than all the houses in the New England area1. 
The project is actively engaging with the communities in Glen Innes and Inverell for participation in 
the project through sub-contracting and the purchasing of goods and services.  “Goldwind and CECEP 
will work closely and carefully with the local community during the construction and subsequent 
operation of this significant wind farm,” said John Titchen, Managing Director of Goldwind Australia 
Where capacity is identified within the local communities, the project is active seeking input through 
sub-contracting or employment opportunities.  For example, at this early stage of construction local 
companies are being engaged, such as the fencing contractor, and negotiations are being had with 
local plant hire companies.  

                                                                 
1 Based on 64,422 private dwellings in the New England NSW Commonwealth Electoral Division, 2011 Census. 



 
 

 

 

  

   

About White Rock Wind Farm 
White Rock Wind Farm (WRWF) is located in the New England/Northern Tablelands region of NSW, 
approximately 20 kilometres West of Glen Innes and about 500 kilometres North of Sydney. Project 
approval was granted by the Department of Planning and Infrastructure on 10 July 2012 for the 
construction and operation of up to 119 wind turbines in addition to related infrastructure. The project 
will be staged with 70 turbines in the first stage. Construction completion is targeted for late 2017. 
Once operational, the 175MW White Rock Wind Farm will generate enough renewable energy to 
service 75,000 homes annually. 
About CECEP  
China Energy Conservation and Environmental Protection Group (CECEP) is China’s largest technology-
based service group in the field of energy conservation, emission reduction and environmental 
protection. CECWPC, a subsidiary of CECEP, was founded in 2006 and listed in Shanghai Stock 
Exchange in 2014, specializing in development, investment, management, construction and operation 
& maintenance of wind power projects.  
About Goldwind  
Goldwind Australia is a wholly owned subsidiary of Xinjiang Goldwind Science & Technology, a leading 
vertically integrated global wind power company offering comprehensive wind power solutions. 
Xinjiang Goldwind Science & Technology is listed on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange (stock code 002202) 
and The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong (stock code 2208). High-quality manufacturing is the foundation 
for Goldwind’s business along with excellent customer service and technological innovation. 
Bloomberg New Energy Finance recently ranked Goldwind as number one in the world for newly 
installed capacity in 2015. In 2015 Goldwind installed more 7.8 GW with accumulated installed 
capacity exceeding 32 GW. 
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